
Enjoy all the best features of a 
PRIMAX Signature window in 
the form of a door. Our Patio 
Doors come in a variety of styles 
and models.

We provide a palette of frame 
and glass options -- you 
provide the inspiration. Bring 
in the outdoors while taking 
advantage of energy- savings 
along with protecting the 
interior environment.

Our standard multi-point 
locking system with structural 
reinforcement and a rot 
resistant sill provides you 
with long lasting security, 
efficiency and peace of mind.

Patio Door Hardware:
Black, White, Nickel, and Oil Rub Bronze

With its double locking action, it is virtually 
impossible to remove the door by lifting it off 

its track. Notice the two channels in the lock. In 
addition, it has a key lock.

A sliding patio door includes a locking screen 
that adds some security so you can leave your 
door open and enjoy a comfortable breeze.
Screens also keep insects and other pests 

outside where they belong.

The Foot Lock is an 
additional security lock 
for the dual locks above. 

Additionally, the foot lock 
will allow you to partially 
open your door and lock it 

in position for secure 
ventilating.

800-477-1045
www.CHSwindows.com

@PrimaxCHS



Don’t Rollover
Standard with heavy duty extruded 

aluminum screen that is 10x 
stronger than roll foam.

Tight You Say
Double-fin weather stripping at the 
interior & exterior barriers protect 
against air and water infiltration,

creating a tight seal.

Added Security
All doors come standard with tempered 

safety glass, that is 4x stronger than regular.

Effortless Operation
Concealed, tandem zinc plated no- 
rust steel rollers for a smooth slide 

and one finger operation.

Our four-point welding process 
creates one solid cohesive unit that 
withstands the harshest wind and 
structural loads.1

Built for a Lifetime

Door width ranges from 5’ to 8’ with a 
standard height of 79.5”, but widths, 
heights, and number of panels can be 
customized to fit your needs.

Extra Reinforcement
All PVC hollow stiles are reinforced 
with think mill aluminum or steel for 
extra added strength. This creates a 
flawless design for all profiles and 
holds rigidity for a lifetime.

Customized for You

Integrated channel bumper offers 
protection to the frame by now allowing 
the operable sash to slide too far.

Frame Protection Ready for Any Application
This door series is also available with 

a built-in Nail Fin* to the frame allowing it to 
be used in new construction applications.2

*not shown

A

Features and Styles

Grids
Flat

ColonialPrairie Perimeter Prairie

*Custom grids and other finishes available. 
Grids only available in Double Glass

Choice Of Handles

Satin Nickel

Regular White

Beige 

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Patio Black 

Prizm: Exterior Acrylic Coating

White

Interior/Exterior Colors

Options and Finishes

*Printed images may vary from actual colors. Selections should be 
made based on the color samples available from your dealer. 

Two-Panel
Three-Panel
Center Vent*

Fixed Mulled 
Options
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